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ProFACT Proteomics has developed a proteomics separations and enrichment platform that streamlines proteomic workflows 
while also preserving biological integrity. Using these new tools, proteomic and molecular profiles can be derived from 

biofluids and naturally-sourced disease tissue or cellular models- a clear distinction to other functional platforms reliant on 
recombinant sources. New therapeutic compounds can be characterized to help refine lead candidate selection, discover novel 
biomarkers and provide additional mechanistic insight into suitable disease indications.

Functional characterization and derivative molecular profiles can then help correlate proteins thus identified to drug 
candidates’ tissue-specific expression of enzymes, with the potential to gauge promiscuity and identify biomarkers. Furthermore, 
to enrich low abundance proteins, LC-MS strategies adopting on-bead digestion to improve peptide recovery and simplify  
proteomic workflows will be described. 

We envision that new functional annotation methods will complement conventional sequence annotation while addressing 
the problems of drug promiscuity and the subtleties of protein attributes when the same or similar underlying sequence can have 
multiple conformations and functions, and when different sequences sometime perform the same or similar function. Thus, new 
enrichment products make possible a way to efficiently sift through these biological complexities, localizing subproteomes of 
prospective protein biomarkers that can be correlated to structural and sequence relationships. Such an integrated approach has 
the potential for new and useful service to biomarker discovery and personalized medicine.
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